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Abstract
We present the first results on semantic role labeling using the Swedish FrameNet, which is a lexical resource currently in development.
Several aspects of the task are investigated, including the selection of machine learning features, the effect of choice of syntactic parser,
and the ability of the system to generalize to new frames and new genres. In addition, we evaluate two methods to make the role label
classifier more robust: cross-frame generalization and cluster-based features. Although the small amount of training data limits the
performance achievable at the moment, we reach promising results. In particular, the classifier that extracts the boundaries of arguments
works well for new frames, which suggests that it already at this stage can be useful in a semi-automatic setting.
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1. Introduction
The FrameNet lexical database and annotated corpora,
based on the theory of semantic frames (Fillmore et al.,
2003), have allowed the implementation of automatic systems for the extaction of semantic roles (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; Johansson and Nugues, 2007; Màrquez et al.,
2008; Das et al., 2010). While most research has focused on
English, the ongoing development of a Swedish FrameNet
(Borin et al., 2010) allows us to investigate the feasibility
of using this resource in constructing an automatic rolesemantic analyzer for Swedish.

3.

2. The Swedish FrameNet
The Swedish FrameNet, SweFN, is a lexical resource under development, based on the English version of FrameNet
constructed by the Berkeley research group. It is found on
the SweFN website1 , and is available as a free resource. All
lexical resources used for constructing SweFN are freely
available for downloading.
The SweFN frames and frame names correspond to the English ones, with some exceptions, as do the selection of
frame elements including definitions and internal relations.
The meta-information about the frames, such as semantic relations between frames, is also transferred from the
Berkley FrameNet. Compared to the Berkeley FrameNet,
SweFN is expanded with information about the domain of
the frames, at present: general language, the medical and
the art domain. The frames also contain notation about semantic types.
As of October 2011, SweFN covered 519 frames with
around 18,000 lexical units. The lexical units are gathered
from SALDO, a free Swedish electronic association lexicon (Borin, 2010). A lexical unit from SALDO cannot
populate more than one frame. This can be problematic as
different aspects of one lexical unit may fit into different
frames. The solution is to propose a new SALDO entry, or
simply to determine which of the possible frames should
be populated by the unit in question. At present there are
1

http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/swefn

31 frames in SweFN which do not match a frame in the
Berkeley FrameNet. Of these, there are eight completely
new frames while the others have been modified in some
way.
Crucially for the work presented in this paper, every frame
is exemplified with at least one example sentence. The
total number of sentences is currently 2,974. The most
well-annotated frames are E XPERIENCER OBJ with 38 sentences, C AUSE MOTION with 21, and C AUSE HARM with
19. These sentences form the training material used in the
following sections.

Automactic Extraction of Semantic Roles

We implemented a system that extracts the semantic roles
for a given predicate with a given frame. We split the task
into two stages: 1) segmentation, identifying the span of
a semantic argument, and 2) labeling, assigning a semantic role label to a given argument span. Following most
previous implementations, we used a syntactic parse tree
as the basis of the semantic role extraction; we assumed
that every semantic role span coincides with the projection
of a subtree in the syntactic tree. The tasks of segmentation and labeling then reduce to a classification problem
on syntactic tree nodes. Each sentence was parsed by the
LTH dependency parser (Johansson and Nugues, 2008a), a
second-order search-based parser. We trained the parser on
a Swedish treebank (Nilsson et al., 2005). Figure 1 shows
an example of a sentence annotated with a dependency tree
and semantic role structure.
The segmentation classifier was implemented as a linear
support vector machine that classifies syntactic nodes as
filling a semantic role or not. In addition, we used the pruning approach by Xue and Palmer (2004) before classification. The labeling classifier was implemented as a linear
multiclass classifier with a flexible output space depending
on the frame of the given predicate; we trained this classifier using an online learning algorithm. In addition, we
imposed a uniqueness constraint on the semantic role labels output by the classifier, so that every role may appear
only once for a given predicate.
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Figure 1: Example of a sentence annotated with a syntactic dependency tree (above) and frame element structure (below).
We considered a large number of features for the classifiers, shown in Table 1. Most of these are commonly used
features; for their definition, see for instance Johansson
(2008). We then applied a standard greedy forward feature selection procedure to determine which of them to use.
The features containing S ALDO ID refer to the entry identifiers in the SALDO lexicon. Note that the POS tags have
coarse and fine variants, such as V ERB and V ERB -F INITE P RESENT-ACTIVE respectively, and we considered both of
them.
F RAME
F RAME ELEMENTS
P RED . WORD
P RED . POS
P RED . LEMMA
P RED . S ALDO ID
VOICE
P OSITION
P RED . PARENT WORD
P RED . PARENT POS
P RED . REL . TO PARENT
A RG . WORD
A RG . POS
A RG . LEMMA
A RG . S ALDO ID
D EP. RELATION PATH

A RG . LEFT CHILD WORD
A RG . LEFT CHILD POS
A RG . RIGHT CHILD WORD
A RG . RIGHT CHILD POS
A RG . LEFT SIBLING WORD
A RG . LEFT SIBLING POS
A RG . RIGHT SIBLING WORD
A RG . RIGHT SIBLING POS
S UBCAT. FRAME
V ERB CHAIN HAS SUBJ .
C ONTROLLER HAS OBJ .
A RG . REL TO PARENT
A RG . SET OF CHILD DEP. RELS
A RG . SET OF CHILD POS
A RG . SET OF CHILD WORDS
POS PATH

label for a given frame. The accuracy was higher for core
frame elements than for non-core: 71.9 compared to 47.2.
4.2. Cross-frame Role Label Generalization
The machine learning model used for the labeling stage
treats identical role labels in different frames as equivalent; for instance, the label T IME in the S ELF MOTION
frame is regarded as equivalent to the T IME label in C OM MERCE BUY . While this may be seen as a simplification
of the FrameNet model, it allows training data for role labels to be shared across frames, which may be particularly
important in our setting since the training set is small.
To evaluate the effect of generalization, we trained
a classifier using frame-specific labels such as
and
C OMMERCE BUY:T IME.
S ELF MOTION :T IME
In this setting, the labeling accuracy was 52.5, a drop
by 11.8 points from the accuracy achieved previously.
This result shows the effectiveness of a simple labelbased generalization; in the future we may compare it
to more theoretically well-founded methods, such as
using the frame and role hierarchies defined in FrameNet
(Matsubayashi et al., 2009).
4.3. Analysis of Features
Tables 2 and 3 shows the results of the feature selection
procedure for the segmentation and labeling classifiers, respectively. The features are listed in the order returned by
the feature selection (top to down, left to right), which may
serve as an approximation of their relative importance. The
F RAME and F RAME ELEMENTS features were added manually to the labeling classifier feature set.

Table 1: List of features considered.

4. Analysis
4.1. Cross-validation over Sentences
To estimate the performance of our system, we carried out
a 5-fold cross-validation over the set of example sentences
since the material is too small to be split into a training and
a test set.
We evaluated segmentation and labeling separately. To
measure the segmentation performance, we used standard
precision and recall measures: A span was counted as correctly extracted if its boundaries coincided exactly with one
in the gold standard. Before the evaluation, we normalized
the spans by removing punctuation at their boundaries. The
segmentation procedure had a precision of 70.6 and a recall
of 64.8, and the labeling accuracy was 64.3.
This accuracy can be compared to a baseline accuracy of
30.4 for a classifier that always selects the most common

POS PATH
A RG . REL TO PARENT
D EP. RELATION PATH
F RAME ELEMENTS
A RG . POS (F INE )
V ERB CHAIN HAS SUBJ .

A RG . L . CHILD POS (C OARSE )
A RG . L . SIBL . POS (C OARSE )
C ONTROLLER HAS OBJ .
P RED . PARENT POS (C OARSE )
A RG . POS (C OARSE )

Table 2: List of segmentation features.
We note that the resulting feature sets for the two tasks are
fairly different: For the segmentation task, only structural
features have been selected, while the labeling task needs
structural and lexical features. This result may of course
change for larger training sets, where lexical features may
be expected to have a more measurable impact.
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F RAME
F RAME ELEMENTS
A RG . S ALDO ID
A RG . POS (F INE )
A RG . POS (C OARSE )
A RG . WORD

D EP. RELATION PATH
P OSITION
A RG . LEMMA
P RED . POS (F INE )
A RG . R . CHILD POS (C OARSE )

Table 3: List of labeling features.
4.4. Cross-validation over Frames
One potential application of a semantic role labeler is to assist lexicographers annotating examples in a newly created
frame where the frame elements are known but no training data are available. To have an idea of the performance
of the system under such circumstances, we made a crossvalidation over the set of frames. As opposed to the evaluation in §4.1., there would be no train/test split for the example sentences associated with a frame; instead, they would
be put as a whole either into the test set or the training set.
In this evaluation, our system achieved a segmentation precision and recall of 70.6 and 63.9, and a labeling accuracy
of 49.4.
Compared to the experiment in §4.1., we see that the segmentation system is remarkably robust in new frames: The
recall dropped by 1 percent point but the precision was unchanged. These figures also make sense in light of the feature selection results from §4.3.: features for segmentation
are structural in nature while labeling features rely on lexical information. Note that the cross-frame role label generalization approach investigated in §4.2. is necessary in this
case – in other case, no label prediction could be made for
frame elements belonging to new frames.

(2008b), but there are also SRL systems that try to bypass
the syntactic step (Collobert and Weston, 2007). In any
case, in a syntax-based semantic role extraction system the
quality of the automatically produced syntactic trees is crucial.
Since our previous experiments were carried out using
parse trees from the LTH parser, we developed a new system that used MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007) instead. This
parser was trained on the same treebank. With MaltParser,
the segmentation precision and recall values were 64.2 and
54.0 respectively, and the role classification accuracy was
61.2. This should be contrasted with the results we get
when using the LTH parser: a segmentation precision and
recall of 70.6 and 64.8 and a labeling accuracy of 64.3. This
shows that the quality of parse trees has a very large impact
on the frame element extraction performance.
4.7. Evaluation in the Medical Domain
We finally evaluated the system on a new domain: medical text. 211 sentences were extracted from Swedish medical corpora, and were manually annotated with frames and
their arguments by two annotators. We used a 5-fold crossvalidation procedure where each training part was concatenated with the example material from the FrameNet annotation. In this evaluation, the segmentation had a precision
of 67.3 and a recall of 61.1, and the labeling had an accuracy of 52.6. The fact that these results are clearly lower
than the previous figures shows that there is significant domain sensitivity for the segmenter as well as the labeling
classifier and a need for domain adaptation to the medical
domain.

Segmentation
CV over sentences
CV over frames
LTH parser
MaltParser
Medical texts

4.5. Increasing Classifier Robustness by Adding
Cluster Features
Since the label classifier uses word features, lexical sparsity
may be a problem due to the small size of our training set.
To reduce lexical sparsity, we added features based on hierarchical clusters constructed using the Brown algorithm
(Brown et al., 1992). Similar features have previous been
used in applications such as dependency parsing (Koo et al.,
2008). The Brown algorithm clusters word into hierarchies
represented as bit strings; for instance, the cluster 10110
is divided into two clusters 101100 and 101101.
We added a feature to the role label classifier representing
the cluster of the argument head word. Based on tuning on
a development set, we found that it was best not to use the
full bit string, but only a prefix if the string was longer than
12 bits. We evaluated the new classifier using the same
evaluation protocol, and we found that the cluster feature
improved the classification performance from 64.3 to 65.0.

R
64.8
64.8
63.9
64.8
54.0
61.1

Table 4: Summary of frame element segmentation results.

Baseline majority classifier
Classification accuracy
Core frame elements
Noncore frame elements
CV over sentences
CV over frames
LTH parser
MaltParser
Word features
Word and cluster features
Medical texts

4.6. The Effect of Syntactic Parser Choice
The syntactic parser serves as a backbone of the semantic
role analyzer: First of all its output directly affects which
parts of the text are considered for classification, and secondly the most useful features are directly derived from the
syntactic trees. This has been noted repeatedly, for instance
by Gildea and Palmer (2002) and Johansson and Nugues

P
70.6
70.6
70.6
70.6
64.2
67.3

Accuracy
30.4
64.3
71.9
47.2
64.3
49.4
64.3
61.2
64.3
65.0
52.6

Table 5: Summary of frame element classification results.
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5. Conclusion
We have presented the first results of experiments on semantic role labeling using the new Swedish FrameNet.
In addition, we have investigated the efficacy of machine
learning features for the segmentation and labeling tasks,
and studied how well the system performs on frames without training material and on a specialized textual domain.
Due to the small training set size, lexical features cause the
role labeling classifier to suffer from feature sparsity. We
tried to address this problem in two ways: cross-frame label generalization and adding cluster-based features. Both
methods result in clear improvements. Our figures are summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
The magnitude of the figures reflects the size of the training material, which is fairly limited so far. Annotating
sentences is very time-consuming and we will thus have
to live with small training sets for the foreseeable future.
However, this constraint may force us to abandon the traditional, heavily lexicalized, brute-force approaches and instead lead us into a territory of interesting research opportunities. Possible directions include semisupervised approaches (Fürstenau and Lapata, 2009) and the inclusion
of automatically produced training data (Johansson and
Nugues, 2006).
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